Preparing for delivery

This Easy Step Installation Guide will help you prepare for the arrival of your Bushmans tank.

DELIVERY & SAFE ACCESS

To deliver your tank without damage please ensure that you notify logistics if there is not sufficient space for an oversize semi-trailer to turn around or if there are any obstacles that the driver will need to consider. (A minimum of 50m turning space is required, max dimensions of truck: 22m(L) x 2.5m(W) x 5.2m(H). Obstacles may include low power lines, gates, inaccessible roads, roundabouts, crossings, overhanging trees etc. Check our website to see our delivery areas). Our driver will need assistance at time of delivery to unload your tank from the truck. Please have able-bodied people available. If assistance cannot be provided then hire or use of any equipment is at purchaser’s expense (i.e. crane hire, 4WD tractor hire, backhoe hire, front end loader hire).

DELIVERY ONSITE

Onsite delivery is where our driver will help site the tank only if the provided conditions are met as per the Checklist. If you have followed the guidelines, the site is prepared and safe, our driver will install your tank.

DELIVERY ROLL-OFF

Roll-off delivery is if the site is not prepared so it can be installed at a later date. Check it is possible to roll the tank off without damage, when moving into position, avoid rough and sharp surfaces, ensuring the area to unload the tank is level and clear of building material. (Due to OH&S drivers will not unload or transport the tank to the installation site, or leave the tank onsite if insufficient assistance or unsafe access is provided. The driver has the final decision to assess suitability of the site. Bushmans take no responsibility for tanks being damaged if site is unprepared. Delivery cannot be made to your site Bushmans will automatically attempt delivery again at the purchaser’s expense.

PLUMBING FITTINGS

Please advise prior to delivery if you need any extra Bushmans fittings or valves. Extra fittings are available upon request at additional cost. Check with local council for regulations relating to rain water tank installations. See fittings & accessories for more information. When plumbing the inlet, overflow or outlets, ensure allowances are made for the poly tank to move, expand and contract. Typical PVC or metal fittings are relatively rigid and inflexible.

SECURING YOUR TANK

When your tank arrives you must put at least 25mm (1”) of water into the tank, if water is not available ensure that the tank is tied down to secure it from blow-away and damage (Bushmans take no responsibility for tanks being damaged if the tank is not secured properly). Water tank stands can be used but must be designed by a qualified consulting engineer (due to OH&S our drivers and service people are not permitted to work at heights and therefore cannot assist in placing or servicing tanks on stands).

### SunTough Tanks

- **Longer Life – Better Value**

---

**Bushmans water tanks backed by:**

**Bushmans Easy Step 10 Year Guarantee**

---

**Contact Information:**

- **New South Wales:**
  - 18 Colliers Ave
  - Orange NSW 2800

- **Victoria:**
  - Cobden Rd
  - Terang VIC 3264

- **South Australia:**
  - 15 CB Fisher Dr
  - Cavan SA 5094

- **Queensland:**
  - 8 Cooper St
  - Daby QLD 4405

Call **1800 008 888** to find your local Bushmans reseller. For the full range of products visit: [bushmantanks.com.au](http://bushmantanks.com.au)
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**CHECKLIST**

**On-site delivery**
- Check you’re prepared for our driver to position tank, drill outlets, fit taps and seals.
- Check there’s no suitable and safe site access (see Preparing for delivery).
- Site must be prepared as per instructions.
- Check enough people are present to assist tank positioning (see Setup required to follow the plan).
- I’m organised to instruct outlet positions (see diagram below).
- Water is immediately available to put 25mm or 50mm (to prevent blow-away).

**Roll-off delivery**
- Check there’s a suitable and safe site access (see Preparing for delivery).
- Check enough people are present to assist tank positioning (see Setup required to follow the plan).
- Water is immediately available to put 25mm or 50mm (to prevent blow-away).
- Look for instructions for roll-off delivery (see Preparing for delivery).